Product Companies Website Opportunity Info

Would having your logo or banner linked to your website on what has remained over these past twenty years a basically non-profit/educational marine aquarium information website for only 100 dollars PER YEAR be of interest? Said fee goes directly to webmaster and basic site fees so as to ‘keep the lights turned on’ so to speak. Because of its goal right from the get-go, saltcorner.com has experienced growth that only major corporation sites have seen, and that has been because of the following marine scientists and/or photographers, such as Bob Fenner, John Randall, Sam Gamble, Martin A. Moe Jr, Matthew Mayo, Adrian Marsden, Alfredo Carvalho Filho, Daniel Gotshall, James Fatherree, Peter Wirtz, Richard Field, David Cook, Keichi Matsuura, Robert Patzner, Vincent Hargreaves, Daniel Geiger, Andrea & Antonella Ferrari, Leslie Leddo, Keith Hiscock, Massimo Boyer, Massoud Abadi, Mary Jane Adams, Thierry T.C. Chan, Hiroyuki Tanaka, Julian Sprung, Stephen Kempf, Hans Bersch, Shao Kwang-Tsao, Richard Harker, Charles Delbeek, Darryl Torckler, Zaid Fadul, John Clipper, Johnny Jensen, Jim Greenfield, Alf J. Nilsen, and James Gasta, and others have freely contributed to its growth because of its sole dedication to ‘educate’ hobbyists, making it a focal point for those seeking information about various aspects of the hobby. In fact, these comrades are to be commended for helping make this website one of the most ‘educational’ and accurate aquarist websites in the world!

As to its content;
'Bio' may be of interest, as I've been in the aquarium hobbies for over 60 years!

'Species Library' is a MASSIVE section as it contains 'thousands' (not ten or twenty, not a few hundred, but 'many' thousands) of fish, invertebrate and algae photos with almost all posted with their scientific names, common names, range, husbandry, etc. And to further make finding subject species of interest much faster, the entire library has been divided into subsections such as you will see when visiting this area. And should note that in August/04 this website was honored when the scientists responsible for the world's latest 'official' Butterflyfish Taxon revision allowed its first posting to occur on this website! Again, this section of this website is a massive undertaking to bring forth what is no doubt the largest collection of marine species anywhere on the Internet for the interested aquarist or diver! And a ‘Suitability’ index has been added so visitors can see exactly what species are reef or fish-only safe or can be considered a pest/invasive species. (See butterflyfishes for an example) Quite a timesaver for those looking for aquarium safe animals!

‘Bob’s Books’ is dedicated to the booklets and books I've authored or co-authored. Each is fully explained and includes their Table of Contents.

'Reviews' is split into two sections. One is comprised of ‘dozens' of book reviews that I've written over the past years with each showing a photo of the book's cover. The other half provides various 'Product Reviews' of some of the leading aquarium products both past and present. (Yours could go there also if desired – just contact me for details)
'Articles' provide just that, those written by many different and noted contributors, including myself on various subjects of interest to aquarists. It's a must-see listing and it continues to grow in length as contributors add more articles.

'Q&A' is devoted to sharing questions and comments by readers, and my answers to those questions to help other readers with possibly similar problems. And to accelerate finding the information needed, the Q&A exchanges are linked to 'key words' to speed up finding those answers!

'Galleries' opens a vast collection of aquarist system photos, including my own, along with a history of those individual systems. And there’s room for many more!

'Links' opens what is termed a ‘fixed’ page dedicated to those aquarium product companies supporting this website and are linked directly to their home sites. In addition, each supporter has its logo/banner also shown on about 150 pages. Yes, that’s correct; about 150 different pages will contain your logo/banner! And as each viewer logs on, all logos/banners automatically change to different pages, making sure each supporter has their ad at a different location to provide even better coverage for them. And each is linked directly to their home site. The fixed page mentioned above where all logos/banners are displayed and linked to their home websites was done to be sure a viewer knows exactly where supporter logo/banners can be accessed should they have visited many different pages.

'Contact' (Mail Symbol) opens a page where the visitor can send me questions, items to contribute to this website, of course with due credit, and/or discussion on how to make Salt Corner an even better website!

Furthermore, the website contains my gift to all marine hobbyists: my eighth book titled ‘The Living Marine Aquarium Manual,’ which has about 280,000 words and over 1000 photos ‘FREE” by simply clicking its cover to open its contents!

And by clicking on any highlighted species or words shown throughout the site, the viewer is taken directly to its photo! Simply use an existing return arrow or back one-page arrow on their browser to return to where they were.

Last but not least, in an effort to further broaden the availability of the information presented on this website to those not understanding English, translation software has been added to all pages/articles.

I know of no other website that offers as much as does saltcorner.com! And for its very low yearly fee, it’s an unbeatable way to advertise your products!

And am sure you’ll agree, Salt Corner is a 'vast' effort, designed to bring forth honest and valuable up-to-date and accurate information, all in a 'quality' format designed for all electronic forms of communication, which hopefully will help all aquarists have healthier animals and long-term successful systems.
Simply put by some of my supporters - “one hundred dollars per year for our banner on saltcorner.com is a no-brainer for furthering the information about our products, and besides, it’s an honor to support such a website!”

Contact Bob for details on how to get started!
Cheers,
Bob Goemans